valentino: a zebrafish gene required for normal hindbrain segmentation
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SUMMARY

Mutational analysis can serve both to identify new genes essential for patterning embryonic development and to determine their functions. Here we describe the identification and phenotypic characterization of alleles of valentino, which we recovered in a genetic screen that sought to identify mutations in the zebrafish that disrupt region-specific gene expression patterns in the embryonic brain. valentino is required for normal hindbrain segmentation and the hindbrain of valentino mutant embryos is shortened by the length of one rhombomere. We demonstrate that valentino is required cell-autonomously in the development of rhombomeres 5 and 6, and propose that valentino functions in the subdivision and expansion of a common precursor region in the presumptive hindbrain into the definitive rhombomeres 5 and 6. These results provide genetic evidence for a two-segment periodicity in the hindbrain and suggest that this periodicity arises sequentially, through the specification and later subdivision of a two-rhombomere unit, or 'protosegment'.
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INTRODUCTION

The subdivision of a continuous embryonic field into reiterated segments is a mechanism for the generation of regional diversity that is used across animal phyla. Such a process is evident in the vertebrate hindbrain, whose complex organization is based upon the transient appearance of seven or eight segments, or rhombomeres, during embryogenesis (Vaage, 1969). Rhombomeres serve to organize subsequent patterns of neuronal differentiation and neural crest migration in the hindbrain, and thus determine the architecture, innervation and function of the vertebrate head (reviewed in Guthrie, 1995). Neural crest cells leave the presumptive hindbrain at particular rhombomeric levels to contribute to the cranial ganglia and pharyngeal arches, and motor neurons differentiating in particular rhombomere pairs innervate the pharyngeal arches with a 2:1 correspondence (Lumsden and Keynes, 1989; Lumsden et al., 1991). Cell lineage analysis has shown that rhombomeres constitute developmental compartments, since cells generally fail to cross rhombomere boundaries once they are formed (Birgbauer and Fraser, 1994).

Although the genetic mechanisms that bring about segmentation in the Drosophila embryo are well understood (Nüsslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980; reviewed in Akam, 1987), less is known about the genetic control of segmentation in the vertebrate hindbrain. A number of lines of evidence have suggested that rhombomeres have a two-segment periodicity, in which alternating odd and even identities are overlain by the expression of Hox genes, which specify regional identity in rhombomere pairs (Keynes and Krumlauf, 1994). Transplantation experiments in the chick have shown that cells in alternate rhombomeres are more similar to one another in adhesive properties than they are to cells in adjacent rhombomeres (Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993), and there are several genes that are expressed in alternate rhombomeres, at least one of which, Krox-20, is required for the development of rhombomeres 3 and 5 (Wilkinson et al., 1989a; Schneider-Manoury et al., 1993; Swiatek and Gridley, 1993).

We have undertaken a genetic screen in the zebrafish to identify genes involved in brain regionalization, particularly in hindbrain segmentation. Screening by RNA in situ hybridization for mutations that disrupt the normal regional patterns of gene expression in the brain, we have identified three alleles of valentino (val), an essential gene required for segmentation in the posterior hindbrain. Our analysis of valentino mutant embryos and of genetic mosaics leads us to propose that valentino is required for the expansion and subdivision of a specified region of the presumptive hindbrain, which we term a 'protosegment', into the definitive rhombomeres 5 and 6. In the absence of valentino function, this protosegment persists but, lacking a terminal rhombomere identity, it fails to form boundaries with flanking rhombomeres. Our findings suggest that hindbrain segmentation occurs sequentially, through the initial specification of protosegments that correspond to the two-segment units later defined by Hox gene expression, and their subsequent subdivision and expansion into the definitive rhombomeres.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA in situ hybridization screening of haploid embryos

We screened haploid embryos (Streisinger et al., 1981) produced by the F\textsubscript{1} progeny of male fish that had been mutagenized with either N\textsuperscript{-}ethyl-N\textsuperscript{-}nitrosourea (ENU; Solnica-Krezel et al., 1994) or γ-rays (C. Walker and C. Kimmel, unpublished data). At 22 hours postfertilization (h), 10 embryos from each clutch were dechorionated and fixed...
in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Since we were interested in identifying mutations that subtly altered the patterning of the central nervous system, we fixed embryos that appeared morphologically normal under the dissecting microscope. We screened simultaneously for mutations that disrupted the expression patterns of six genes: krox20 (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993), eng3 (Ekker et al., 1992), shh (Krauss et al., 1993), lim5 (Toyama et al., 1995), myoD (Weinberg et al., 1996), and dks-2 (Akimenko et al., 1994), after determining that the expression patterns of each of these genes was essentially normal in wild-type haploid embryos. RNA in situ hybridizations were performed essentially as described (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993), using a 10×10 array of baskets constructed with Beem capsules (size 00; Ted Pella) and silk mesh to transfer embryos between washes. After color development, embryos were washed in PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20 (PBT) and were scored in PBT under a dissecting microscope.

**PCR typing of val\(^{b361}\) embryos**

We identified PCR-based markers that are closely linked to <i>valentino</i> using methods described previously (Postlethwait et al., 1994; C. Moens and M. Giorgianni, unpublished results). The <i>snail2</i> gene (Thisse et al., 1995) maps to linkage group (LG) 23 (Gates and Postlethwait, personal communication) approximately 0.5 cm distal to <i>val\(^{b337}\)</i>, <i>snail2</i> is deleted in <i>val\(^{b361}\)</i> and thus could be used to distinguish <i>val\(^{b361}\)</i> embryos from their wild-type siblings. The primers used to amplify the <i>snail2</i> gene were: 5′-CACCGAAGTGGAAGTACC-3′ and 5′-GTGGAATCAAAACAGGCACC-3′, which amplified a 175 bp fragment. As a control, we used primers that amplify an unlinked (LG17) gene, <i>nk2.2</i>. Following RNA in situ hybridization, individual embryos were lysed in 50 μl Thermopol buffer (New England Biolabs) and were treated with 1 mg/ml Proteinase K for 3 hours at 55°C followed by incubation at 98°C for 10 minutes. 8 μl of the resulting lysate was used for a single PCR reaction.

**Mosaic analysis**

<i>val\(^{b337}\)/val\(^{b361}\)</i> embryos were produced by crossing <i>val\(^{b337}\)/val\(^{+}\)</i> fish together, yielding wild-type and mutant embryos in a 3:1 ratio. In one set of experiments (schematized in Fig. 4A), embryos from such a cross were labeled at the 1- to 2-cell stage with a mixture of lysinated tetramethyl rhodamine-dextran (LRD) and lysine-fixable biotinylated dextran (Molecular Probes), and wild-type embryos from a cross between homozygous wild-type fish were labeled with fluorescein-dextran. Using methods previously described (Ho and Kane, 1990), cells from both types of donor were transplanted into the same unlabeled wild-type host embryo at the shield stage (6 h; Kimmel et al., 1995). In some experiments cells were transplanted heterochronically, from dome-stage (4.3 h) donors into shield-stage hosts, with the same results. Cells were transplanted into the region of the host embryo that gives rise to the hindbrain (Woo and Fraser, 1995), and host embryos were left to develop until 18-24 h, at which time the distribution of labeled cells in the host hindbrain was determined. The genotype of donor embryos was determined by visual inspection of the hindbrain at 18 h. In a second set of experiments (schematized in Fig. 4K), cells from labeled wild-type donor embryos were transplanted into unlabeled host embryos from a <i>val\(^{b337}\)/val\(^{+}\)</i> intercross. Host embryos were left to develop until 18 h, at which time they were genotyped and the distribution of wild-type cells was determined. The distribution of labeled cells in live embryos was recorded using a Zeiss 310 confocal microscope and images were pseudocoloured using Voxelview 3-dimensional imaging software running on an Indigo 2XZ silicon graphics computer. For the repeated observation of mosaic embryos over time, transplanted cells were visualized using a low light-level silicon-intensified camera (Videoscope) and images were obtained using AxoVideo imaging software running on a Macintosh Quadra 950 computer.

Host embryos were fixed in 4% PFA between 20 and 28 h, and whole-mount RNA in situ hybridizations were performed as described above. In order to detect the donor-derived cells after RNA in situ hybridization, host embryos were re-fixed overnight, then processed for biotin detection using either avidin conjugated to horse-radish peroxidase (Fig. 4D-F; Vector Laboratories, Inc.) or avidin conjugated to Texas Red (Fig. 4L-M; Molecular Probes).
Retrograde labeling of reticulospinal neurons

5-day larvae were anesthetized and mounted in a drop of 1% agar made in Ringer’s solution. The tail was cut off at the level of the anus using spring scissors (Fine Science Tools) that had been dipped in a 5% solution of LRD. Retrograde fills from this level of the spinal cord are expected to result in labelling of the contralaterally projecting MiD2c and MiD3c cells but not of the ipsilaterally projecting MiD2i or MiD3i cells (Metcalfe et al., 1986). Larvae were removed from the agar and left to recover for 1 hour in Ringer’s solution before being fixed overnight in 4% PFA. After fixation, the hindbrain was carefully removed, cleared stepwise in glycerol:PBS (50%, 70%, 90%), and mounted between 24×60 mm coverslips separated by the thickness of a single 22×22 mm coverslip. Images were obtained using a Zeiss 310 confocal microscope and were pseudocoloured using Voxelview 3-dimensional imaging software.

Antibody staining

16 µm cryostat sections were stained with the zn-5 antibody (Trevorrow et al., 1990) using the indirect peroxidase anti-peroxidase method (Hanneman et al., 1988).

RESULTS

Identification of valentino

We performed an RNA in situ hybridization screen of haploid zebrafish embryos to identify mutations that disrupt the region-specific expression patterns of several marker genes in the developing brain. Using this approach, we identified three independent mutations in which the rhombomere 5 (r5)-specific band of expression of krox20, a gene that is normally expressed in r3 and r5 (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993), was reduced or eliminated in clusters of early differentiating neurons laterally in each rhombomere. In valentino (val), which is deleted in this deficiency (M. Giorgianni, unpublished results), we found that, at this stage, val- embryos could be reliably distinguished from their wild-type siblings based on krox20 expression (Fig. 1F).

Fig. 2. val- embryos lack segment boundaries and segmental patterns of neuronal differentiation posterior to rhombomere 4. (A,B) Lateral view of live 18 h wild-type (A) and val- (B) embryos. Anterior is to the left. In val- embryos, there are no visible rhombomere boundaries posterior to the r3-r4 boundary. (C,D) Dorsal views of RNA in situ hybridizations of wild-type (C) and val- (D) embryos at 18 h showing expression of mariposa in the rhombomere boundaries. No expression is observed posterior to the r3-r4 boundary in val- embryos. (E,F) Dorsal views of RNA in situ hybridizations of wild-type (E) and val- (F) embryos at 24 h showing expression of gap43 in clusters of early differentiating neurons laterally in each rhombomere. In val- embryos, this segmental pattern of gap43 staining is lost posterior to r4. This disrupted pattern of neuronal differentiation is also observed in val- embryos stained with the HNK-1 antibody (data not shown; Metcalfe et al., 1990; Trevorrow et al., 1990). Scale bars, 50 µm.
Earlier than this, \textit{val} embryos are more difficult to distinguish from wild types because the initiation of r5-specific \textit{kro20} expression in two lateral domains (Oxtoby and Jowett, 1993) occurs to some extent in \textit{val} embryos.

**Hindbrain segmentation is disrupted in \textit{valentino} mutants**

Although \textit{valentino} was originally identified by RNA in situ hybridization, live mutant embryos have a transiently visible phenotype during the period when rhombomeres are visible. In wild-type embryos at the 18-somite stage (18 h), r2 through r6 are visible as a series of prominent swellings, with the otic vesicle lying lateral to r5. In \textit{val} embryos, the otic vesicle is reduced in size and no rhombomere boundaries are visible posterior to the r3/r4 boundary, giving the posterior half of the hindbrain a smooth appearance (Fig. 2A,B).

The expression of \textit{mariposa}, which is normally observed in rhombomere boundaries (Y. Yan and J. Postlethwait, unpublished results), is altered in \textit{val} embryos in a manner that is consistent with this loss of visible rhombomere boundaries. \textit{mariposa} expression is normally observed in six stripes in the hindbrain at 18 h. In \textit{val} embryos, the three most posterior \textit{mariposa} stripes, corresponding to the r4/r5, r5/r6 and r6/r7 boundaries, are absent (Fig. 2C,D).

The segmental pattern of neuronal differentiation normally observed during hindbrain development (Trevorrow et al., 1990) is also disrupted in \textit{val} embryos. Zebrafish \textit{gap} is expressed in a segmental pattern in the hindbrain at 24 h, in clusters of differentiating neurons that lie laterally in each rhombomere, as well as in the ganglia of the anterior and posterior lateral lines and trigeminal nerve (Fig. 2E; Reinhard et al., 1994). While clusters of differentiating neurons are visible in r2, r3 and r4 of \textit{val} embryos, \textit{gap} expressing cells posterior to r4 have lost their segmental organization (Fig. 2F).

The disruption of segment boundaries and segmental patterns of neuronal differentiation posterior to r4 in \textit{val} embryos suggests that \textit{valentino} affects not only r5 but also more posterior regions of the hindbrain.

**The hindbrain is reduced by the length of one rhombomere in \textit{valentino} mutants**

We used region-specific RNA probes to further investigate the \textit{valentino} mutant phenotype. In wild-type embryos, the \textit{headache} (\textit{hdc}) gene is expressed in the spinal cord with a characteristic abnormality of expression at the r6/r7 boundary (A. Force, C. Dunn and J. Postlethwait, unpublished results), and the \textit{g13.1} gene is expressed in r4 and anterior to the r2-3 boundary (Fig. 3A; B. Appel and J. Eisen, unpublished results). Double RNA in situ hybridizations using these probes show that the hindbrain is reduced by the length of approximately one rhombomere in \textit{val} embryos. In mutant embryos, the anterior boundary of \textit{hdc} expression is shifted towards the \textit{g13.1} domain of expression in r4, leaving a region of one rhombomere's length rather than between two r4 and r7. We term this single rhombomere-length unit \textit{rX} (Fig. 3B), and argue below that it corresponds to the domain that is normally subdivided and expanded into r5 and r6 in wild-type embryos. The expression boundaries of \textit{hdc} and \textit{g13.1}, which are normally quite sharp, are diffuse where they border \textit{rX} in \textit{val} embryos. This is consistent with the absence of rhombomere boundaries in this region of the hindbrain in \textit{val} embryos. We note that localized cell death does not account for the observed reduction in hindbrain length in \textit{val} embryos, since we observe no difference between wild-type and \textit{val} embryos that were treated for the detection of programmed cell death at the 18-somite stage (data not shown; Gavrieli et al., 1992).

We examined the \textit{valentino} mutant phenotype at the single cell level by determining the positions of identifiable neurons and neuronal cell types within the mutant hindbrain. The reticulospinal neurons are a series of individually identifiable neurons whose cell bodies form a ladder-like array corresponding to the positions of the rhombomeres and which can be visualized by the retrograde transport of lysinated rhodamine dextran from a spinal cord lesion (Kimmel et al., 1982; Metcalfe et al., 1986; Hanneman et al., 1988; see Materials and Methods). A subset of these (the ‘primary’ reticulospinal neurons) undergo their final division before the end of gastrulation (Mendelson, 1986) and transplantation experiments have revealed that they are committed to their particular segmental identities well before rhombomeres are visible (C. Moens, unpublished results). The most easily identifiable of the primary reticulospinal neurons are the large Mauthner neurons, which differentiate bilaterally in r4. Other identifiable primary reticulospinal neurons differentiate in characteristic positions in r3 (the RoM3 cells), r5 (the MiD2 cells), r6 (the MiD3 cells) and r7 (the CaD cell; Fig. 3C,D). The MiD2cm cell is characterized by its medial position, its rounded shape and its long, branched lateral dendrite (Fig. 3E). In contrast, the MiD3cm cell is characterized by its more lateral position, its fusiform shape and its shorter, branched lateral dendrite (Fig. 3F).

While the presence and position of these neurons are more variable in \textit{val} than in wild-type embryos, we identified certain characteristic abnormalities (Fig. 3C-G; Table 1). The distance from the Mauthner (r4) cell to the CaD (r7) cell, which is characterized by its dorsal and medial position, its rounded shape and the extensive arborization of its ventral dendrite (not shown), is reduced on average to about 2/3 that observed in wild-type siblings, again demonstrating that the posterior hindbrain is reduced by one rhombomere in \textit{val} embryos. Surprisingly, in light of the reduction of r5-specific gene expression, in most \textit{val} embryos both the MiD2cm and MiD3cm cells are present and lie in the correct order. These

| Table 1 |
|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | Wild-type        | \textit{val}  |
|                | Avg. dist. ± SD  | Avg. dist. ± SD |
|                | (\textmu m)     | (\textmu m)  |
| \textit{RoM3-Mth} | 32±3.1          | 33±5.3        |
| \textit{Mth-MiD2}  | 26±2.7          | 27±6.1        |
| \textit{Mth-MiD3}  | 62±3.9          | 38±11.8       |
| \textit{MiD2}     | 90±5.1          | 58±10.0       |
| \textit{Mth-CaD}  | 62±3.9          | 38±11.8       | 22

*Refers to the number of unilateral measurements. Thus for one individual, n=2.

The presence or absence of each class of reticulospinal neuron was determined in 45 mutant and 17 wild-type individuals. In 3/45 mutant embryos examined, we observed a unilaterally duplicated Mauthner neuron caudal to the normal Mauthner neuron. Such an event is observed in less than 0.5% of wild-type embryos (Kimmel et al., 1978). In 11/45 mutant embryos examined, we observed a unilateral loss of MiD2 neurons (0/17 wild-type), and in 15/45 mutant embryos examined, we observed a unilateral loss of MiD3 neurons (0/17 wild-type).
cells lie close together in the shortened interval between the CaD cell and the Mauthner cell (Fig. 3D,G). This interval corresponds to rX in Fig. 3B.

The zn-5 antibody recognizes two clusters of efferent neurons that lie ventrally and medially in r5 and r6. Based on their position and axon projections, these neurons have been proposed to be the motor nuclei of the sixth (abducens) cranial nerve (Trevarrow et al., 1990). While these nuclei are easily identifiable in sagittal sections of zn-5-stained wild-type embryos at 3 days of development, they are rare or entirely absent in val− embryos, as are their characteristic anterior-projecting axons (Fig. 3H,I). The putative abducens motor nuclei differentiate relatively late during hindbrain development, since they first stain with zn-5 24 hours later than do the earlier differentiating hindbrain commissural neurons (Trevarrow et al., 1990). Thus, although the primary reticulospinal neurons characteristic of r5 and r6 are usually present in val− embryos, at least one later-differentiating cell type characteristic of r5 and r6 is absent.

Mosaic analysis shows that valentino is required for cells to contribute to r5 and r6

To determine which cells autonomously require valentino function during hindbrain development, we transplanted cells from labeled val− embryos into unlabeled wild-type hosts at the early gastrula stage (Fig. 4A; see Materials and Methods). As an internal control, we also transplanted cells from a wild-type donor labeled with a different fluorophor into the same wild-type host embryo. Both types of labeled cells were put into the region of the host gastrula that is fated to give rise to the hindbrain (Woo and Fraser, 1995), so that we could assess the distribution of mutant cells in the pharyngula-stage hindbrain (24 h). Wild-type cells contribute to the entire brain and spinal cord of wild-type hosts, where they form bilateral groups of cells that extend from the ventricular to the pial surface (Fig. 4B). In contrast, we observed that val− cells transplanted into the same wild-type host were specifically excluded from a sharply defined region in the hindbrain (Fig. 4C).

By identifying rhombomere boundaries in the mosaic embryos by RNA in situ hybridization using krox20 or mariposa and detecting the donor-derived cells immunohistochemically, we determined that the region from which val− cells are excluded in mosaic embryos corresponds precisely to r5 and r6 (Fig. 4D-F). Thus valentino is required cell-autonomously for cells to contribute to either r5 or r6, suggesting that in the mutant itself there is no region with true r5 or r6 identity. We often observed mutant cells lying unilaterally or bilaterally at the r5-r6 boundary in wild-type host embryos (Fig. 4C,E,F).

In order to understand how val− cells come to be excluded from r5 and r6 of a wild-type host, we followed their behaviour over time following transplantation. As early as the 7-somite stage (12.5 h), val− cells were observed to disperse from the presumptive r5 and r6, contributing instead to the flanking rhombomeres (Fig. 4G). Mutant cells retracted first toward the lateral surface of the neural keel, and then gradually parted, leaving behind any cells that lay at the presumptive r5-6 boundary (Fig. 4H-J). Transplanted val− cells in the presumptive r5 and r6 failed to complete a characteristic division across the midline that normally occurs at cell cycle 16 and generates bilateral pairs of sister cells (Kimmel et al., 1994), but neither did they undergo cell death, which is visible in mosaic embryos by the appearance of brightly labelled flecks of debris. Thus val− cells appear to respond to the newly specified r5 and r6 environments in a wild-type host by selective dispersal rather than by selective cell death.

In the converse transplant experiment (schematized in Fig. 4K), wild-type cells contribute normally to the brain and spinal cord of val− host embryos except when they lie in rX (Fig. 4L). Wild-type cells lying in rX do not extend from the pial surface to the ventricular surface of the hindbrain, and fail to divide across the midline, instead forming unilateral clumps of rounded cells that appear to segregate away from the host cells. This characteristic behaviour suggests that wild-type cells lying in rX have a distinct identity from the surrounding mutant cells. Often clusters of wild-type cells come to lie at either end of rX, where rX borders r4 and r7. In these cases, clusters of wild-type cells lying ventral to the ventrinal strip of krox20 expression that marks the anterior end of rX express krox20, while the surrounding mutant cells do not (Fig. 4M). Thus, in a mutant host embryo, wild-type cells respond to signals that specify r5 identity by autonomously expressing r5-specific markers.

DISCUSSION

We devised an RNA in situ hybridization screen in the zebrafish to identify mutations that disrupt the normal segmental patterns of marker gene expression in the embryonic brain. Three alleles of valentino were identified in this screen by their lack of all but a narrow dorsal strip of krox20 expression in r5. Mutations in valentino disrupt krox20 expression from the earliest time that it is established in r5 and result in the absence of visible rhombomere boundaries and boundary-specific gene expression posterior to the r3-4 boundary. The normal segmental pattern of neuronal differentiation observed in the zebrafish hindbrain is also disrupted posterior to r4 in val− embryos, consistent with experiments in the chick that showed that, in the absence of rhombomere boundaries, cell mixing occurred between adjacent rhombomeres (Guthrie et al., 1993). In as much as it disrupts the process of segmentation itself, valentino is one of the relatively small number of genes, including krox20, Hoxa-1 and kreisler, that have been shown to be required for hindbrain segmentation in the mouse (Schneider-Maunoury et al., 1993; Swiatek and Gridley, 1993; reviewed in Wright, 1993; also see below).

Based on our analysis of marker gene expression, of the positions of identified neurons and of genetic mosaics, we propose that valentino is required cell-autonomously in a process whereby a distinct region of the presumptive hindbrain that we call a "protosegment" corresponding to a two-rhombomere unit is subdivided and expanded into the definitive rhombomeres 5 and 6 (Fig. 5).

'rX': a distinct region in the val− hindbrain that fails to be subdivided and expanded into r5 and r6

The domains of marker gene expression and the positions of the primary reticulospinal neurons indicate that the distance between r4 and r7 is reduced from two rhombomere lengths to one in val− embryos (summarized in Fig. 5). 'rX' is the region that remains between, and fails to form boundaries with, r4 and
Fig. 3. The hindbrain of *val−* embryos is reduced by the length of one rhombomere. (A,B) Dorsal view of 22 h wild-type (A) and *val−* (B) embryos showing expression of two genes: *g13.1* in r4 and anterior to the r2-r3 boundary and *hdc* posterior to the r6-r7 boundary. Anterior is to the left. The distance between the posterior boundary of *g13.1* expression in r4 and the anterior boundary of *hdc* expression is reduced by the length of approximately one rhombomere in the *val−* compared to the wild-type embryo. 'rX' refers to the region of that remains between r4 and r7. (C-G) Confocal images of 5-day old wild-type (C,E,F) and *val−* (D,G) embryos in which the hindbrain reticulospinal neurons are visualized by retrograde filling with lysinated rhodamine-dextran. Anterior is to the top. The names of individually identifiable neurons are indicated. In wild-type embryos, the RoM3 neurons lie in r3, Mauthner (Mth) in r4, MiD2 in r5, MiD3 in r6 and CaD in r7. In *val−* embryos, the average distance from Mth to CaD is reduced by the length of approximately one rhombomere, and the MiD2 and MiD3 neurons lie close together in the region of one rhombomere’s length between r4 and r7. (E-G) Higher power confocal images of MiD2 and MiD3 cells in wild-type (E,F) and mutant (G) embryos. Arrows indicate the long, unbranched lateral dendrite characteristic of the MiD2cm cell, while arrowheads indicate the shorter, branched lateral dendrite characteristic of the MiD3cm cell. Note that, although the MiD2cm and MiD3cm cells are immediately adjacent to one another in the mutant embryo shown in G, the MiD2cm cell is still anterior to the MiD3cm cell. (H,I) Sagittal sections of 56 h embryos. As in the wild type, it lies anterior to the MiD3 reticulospinal neuron, which is characteristic of r6. We observe that later-differentiating r5- and r6-specific cell types are absent in *val−* embryos, as indicated by the absence of the clusters of zn-5-positive cells which are the putative motor nuclei of the abducens nerve (VI) in rhombomeres 5 and 6. Anterior is to the left. These motor nuclei are largely absent in the *val−* embryo. The putative abducens motor nuclei differentiate relatively late during hindbrain development, since they first stain with zn-5 24 hours later than do the earlier differentiating hindbrain commissural neurons (Trevarrow et al., 1990). Scale bars, (A,B) 50 μm; (C,D) 50 μm; (E-G) 20 μm; (H,I) 20 μm.

Fig. 4. When cells from a *val−* embryo at the early gastrula stage are transplanted into a wild-type embryo at the same stage and the mosaic embryo is allowed to develop, mutant cells are specifically excluded from r5 and r6. Meanwhile, wild-type cells transplanted into the same wild-type host contribute to the entire brain and spinal cord. Thus *valentino* is required cell-autonomously for cells to contribute to r5 and r6, suggesting that in the mutant embryo itself, there is no region with either r5 or r6 identity. Autonomy suggests that, in the mutant embryo, cells fail to respond normally to regional differences before rhombomeres are visible (C. Moens, unpublished results).

The idea that rX of *val−* embryos is distinct from either r5 or r6 is strongly supported by our analysis of genetic mosaics (Fig. 4). When cells from a *val−* embryo at the early gastrula stage are transplanted into a wild-type embryo at the same stage and the mosaic embryo is allowed to develop, mutant cells are specifically excluded from r5 and r6. Meanwhile, wild-type cells transplanted into the same wild-type host contribute to the entire brain and spinal cord. Thus *valentino* is required cell-autonomously for cells to contribute to r5 and r6, suggesting that in the mutant embryo itself, there is no region with either r5 or r6 identity. Autonomy suggests that, in the mutant embryo, cells fail to respond normally to regional differences that are necessary for the specification of r5 and r6. That such regional differences do exist in *val−* embryos is supported by our analysis of genetic mosaics in which wild-type cells are transplanted into a *val−* host. We observe that clusters of wild-type cells lying at the anterior end of rX in *val−* embryos express the r5-specific marker *krox20*, but clusters lying at the posterior end of rX do not. We predict that these
Fig. 4. Mosaic analysis demonstrates that *valentino* is required for cells to contribute to either r5 or r6. (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental approach used for B-J. Rhodamine-labeled cells from a *val* donor and fluorescein-labeled cells from a wild-type donor were transplanted into the same unlabeled wild-type host at the early gastrula stage (see Materials and Methods). The distribution of labeled cells was then observed at 24 h of development. (B,C) Confocal images taken in dorsal view showing the distribution of wild-type (B) and *val* cells (C) in the hindbrain region of the same wild-type host. *val* cells are specifically excluded from a sharply defined region of the hindbrain, but are otherwise able to contribute to the entire brain and spinal cord. A single *val* cell or small cluster of *val* cells is frequently observed at the center of this region (arrow in C). (D-F) krox20 staining (D,E) and mariposa staining (F) of transplant recipients. Brown cells are donor-derived (see Materials and Methods). (D) The distribution of wild-type cells in the hindbrain of a wild-type host. (E,F) The distribution of *val* cells in a wild-type host, showing that mutant cells are specifically excluded from r5 and r6. The embryo shown in E is the same embryo as is shown in B and C, and the cell noted in C is observed to lie at the r5-6 boundary (arrow in E). In 31 out of 39 genetically mosaic embryos analyzed in which transplanted cells had contributed to the hindbrain, labelled *val* cells were excluded from r5 and r6 although not necessarily from the boundary between them. In the remaining 8 mosaic embryos, *val* cells were observed in r5 and/or r6, but these cells were located ventrally, either in or very near the floor plate (not shown). In contrast, 94 out of 100 control embryos in which labelled wild-type cells had been transplanted had labeled cells distributed throughout the hindbrain, including r5 and r6. The remaining 6 control embryos had relatively few transplanted cells and these tended to be localized to rhombomere boundaries. (G-J) A series of live images of rhodamine-labeled *val* cells transplanted into a single wild-type host, shown in dorsal view. The time-points shown are 7 somites (12 h; G), 10 somites (14 h; H), 14 somites (16 h; I) and 24 h (J). As early as the 7-somite stage, *val* cells begin to be excluded from the presumptive r5 and r6 of a wild-type host (indicated by a double arrow at the midline), with the exception of a few cells that ultimately lie at the r5-6 boundary (arrowheads). (K) Schematic diagram of the experimental approach used for L and M. Rhodamine-labeled cells from a wild-type donor were transplanted into a *val* host embryo at the early gastrula stage. (L,M) Fluorescent and transmitted light images of the same horizontal section of a mutant host embryo. Anterior is to the left. Donor-derived cells in this experiment are fluorescently labelled. (L) Wild-type cells in a *val* host form abnormal, unilateral clusters of rounded cells in rX, which is adjacent to the otic vesicle (ov), while they otherwise contribute normally to the brain and spinal cord. (M) The more anterior of these clusters, which lies at the r4-rX boundary, autonomously expresses krox20 although the surrounding mutant cells have failed to acquire r5 identity (arrow in L and M). Scale bars: B,C, 100 µm; D-F, 50 µm; G-J, 100 µm; L,M, 50 µm.

Hindbrain segmentation in *valentino* mutants

Posterior clusters instead express r6-specific markers. In these experiments, wild-type cells always segregate from the surrounding mutant cells in rX, indicating that their newly acquired r5 or r6 identity is incompatible with that of rX.

What, then, is the identity of rX? We propose that during normal development, a defined region or ‘protosegment’ in the presumptive hindbrain is subdivided and expanded into the definitive rhombomeres r5 and r6 (Fig. 5A). In the absence of *valentino*, this protosegment fails to be subdivided into r5 and r6, and fails to be expanded from one rhombomere’s length to two, persisting instead as rX (Fig. 5B). We propose that rX identity, although distinct, is earlier in a hierarchy of regional identities than that of a definitive rhombomere. Thus rX is neither ‘even’ nor ‘odd’. Consistent with experiments in the chick that showed that boundary formation between adjacent rhombomeres requires an even-odd distinction (Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991), rX fails to form boundaries, either morphologically visible or as detected by *mariposa* expression, with r4 and r7.

Further analysis of the *valentino* gene will reveal more precisely how it functions in the subdivision and expansion of r5 and r6 from their common precursor protosegment. Our results suggest that anterior-posterior differences exist within the protosegment independent of *valentino*, but that *valentino* is required within the protosegment for cells to respond to these differences by differentiating along r5- or r6-specific pathways. The *valentino* gene product could be required in the reception or transduction of signals that specify these differences, or

---

*Fig. 5.*/ Hindbrain segmentation in *valentino* mutants.
could act in concert with the products of genes that specify these differences, to drive r5- and r6-specific transcription. Alternatively, valentino could be required for cells in the protosegment to become competent to respond to these differences.

valentino mutant cells are excluded from wild-type r5 and r6 by selective dispersal, not selective cell death

The inability of val− cells to respond to regional differences that specify r5 and r6 results in their exclusion from r5 and r6 in genetic mosaics. Beginning at approximately the 7-somite stage (12.5 h), val− cells begin to be excluded from the presumptive r5 and r6, migrating instead into the flanking rhombomeres. Once there, they intercalate normally with the wild-type host cells, suggesting that valentino is not required for cells to take on r4 or r7 identity, and that val− cells remain uncommitted with respect to rhombomere identity until they encounter signals to which they can respond. Thus the exclusion of val− cells from r5 and r6 involves selective cell dispersal. These types of differential cell movements are reminiscent of those observed when cells were transplanted between odd- and even-numbered rhombomeres in the chick (Guthrie et al., 1993). These experiments suggested that differential adhesiveness between cells from adjacent rhombomeres could provide a mechanism for the maintenance of rhombomere boundaries (Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993). However, we observe this selective dispersal of cells with different regional identities in our genetic mosaics well before the appearance of visible rhombomere boundaries, which occurs at about the 14-somite stage (16 h). Thus differential adhesiveness between cells with different regional identities may exist earlier than this mechanism has been proposed to account for the restriction of cell movement between rhombomeres in the chick (Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993).

Timing of valentino function

Mutant cells appear to move out of the presumptive r5 and r6 of a wild-type host beginning at about the 7-somite stage, but valentino function is already required 1.5 hours earlier, when a disruption of the r5-specific expression of krox20 is first detected in val− embryos. This difference may be artificial since earlier movement by some of the many val− cells initially present in the presumptive r5 and r6 may not have been detected at our level of resolution. The difference may also reflect a delay between the specification of rhombomere identity and the acquisition of cell surface properties that prevent cells with different regional identities from mixing. It is also possible, however, that val− cells acquire r5 and r6 identity in a wild-type host but fail to maintain it, allowing them to contribute transiently to the presumptive r5 and r6. Indeed, valentino is not required for the initiation of r5-specific krox20 expression, which occurs shortly before the 1-somite stage, since wild-type and val− embryos cannot be distinguished based on krox20 expression until the 2- to 3-somite stage. This brief wave of valentino-independent r5 and r6 identity in val− embryos may be sufficient to specify the MiD2 and MiD3 primary reticulospinal neurons, which have undergone their final division by this time (Mendelson, 1986).

Similarities between valentino and kreisler mutants

The val− phenotype is reminiscent of that of the mouse mutant, kreisler, first described by Hertwig (1944). Like valentino, kreisler mutant embryos lack morphological segmentation in the hindbrain posterior to the r3-4 boundary (Deol, 1964). The mouse kreisler gene has been cloned (Cordes and Barsh, 1994), and we have evidence that valentino is its zebrafish homolog (C. Moens and S. Cordes, unpublished results). In spite of striking similarities between the kreisler and valentino mutant phenotypes, our interpretation of the valentino phenotype differs from either of the current interpretations of the kreisler phenotype (Cordes and Barsh, 1994; McKay et al., 1994). Both of these studies propose that the kreisler hindbrain consists of some combination of definitive rhombomeres. In contrast, our results suggest that in the valentino hindbrain r5 and r6 are
replaced by a region of one rhombomere’s length that has a distinct and developmentally earlier identity than any definitive rhombomere.

**Two-segment repeats**

The patterns of neuronal differentiation, pharyngeal arch innervation and neural crest migration observed in the chick suggested the existence of a two-segment periodicity in the hindbrain (Lumsden and Keynes, 1989; Lumsden et al., 1991). Transplantation experiments in the chick have supported this hypothesis by showing that cells from alternate rhombomeres are more similar to each other in adhesive properties than they are to cells from adjacent rhombomeres (Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993). A two-segment periodicity is also suggested by the observation that a number of genes, such as krox20, rtk1 and others, are expressed in alternate rhombomeres (Wilkinson et al., 1989a; Xu et al., 1994). Indeed, krox20 is required for the formation of two alternate rhombomeres, r3 and r5, in the mouse (Schneider-Maunoury et al., 1993; Swiatek and Gridley, 1993). Furthermore, the anterior boundaries of 3rd-Hox gene expression largely conform to a two-segment periodicity (Wilkinson et al., 1989b; reviewed in Keynes and Krumlauf, 1994).

Kimmel et al. (1985) noted a 2:1 correspondence between the ‘segments’ defined by the positions of the cranial nerves and the segments defined by the reticulospinal neurons, and suggested that neurones may originally have been assembled by a process of serial duplication (see also Stern, 1993). It was suggested that neuromeres may originally have been divided into three morphologically visible ‘prorrhombomeres’. However the two-rhombomere unit in which valentino functions does not correspond to Vaage’s prorrhombomere B, which is subdivided into r6 and r7. Vaage noted that hindbrain segmentation in the chick occurred progressively, by the subdivision of three morphologically visible ‘prorrhombomeres’. However the two-rhombomere unit in which valentino functions does not correspond to Vaage’s prorrhombomere B, which is subdivided into r6 and r7. It may be that the timing of visible segmentation does not necessarily correspond to the timing of rhombomere specification. Interestingly, the two-rhombomere unit within which valentino functions does correspond to the timing of rhombomere units defined by Hox gene expression (Keynes and Krumlauf, 1994). Mutations in valentino disrupt expression of krox20, which is known in turn to regulate Hox gene expression (Sham et al., 1993; Nonchev et al., 1996). Taken together, these results suggest that valentino functions to regulate Hox gene expression in the presumptive r5 and r6.
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